
OXFORD UNITED MATCH

ANALYSIS

CARABAO CUP QUARTER FINAL

Oxford Utd FC vs Man City FC

Score:
Shots on Target:
Shots off Target:
Yellow Cards:
Red Cards:
Goal scorers:
Corners
Free Kicks Won
What is your key
highlight in the
match from each
team?

 Can you fill this sheet in with what you see in this 9-minute highlight video.
 We are asking for these stats just based on the 9-minute video not expecting them to watch the whole

game. Also stops kids cheating and googling the stats

Click on this link - Oxford Utd FC vs Man City FC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHTdHLYapj4


OXFORD UNITED MATCH

ANALYSIS

CARABAO CUP QUARTER FINAL

Task:
Alongside the above task can you be more specific and pick a player
(OUFC or MCFC) and analysis their performance based on the 9-
minute video attached.

Try to take a position you have previously played or one you would
like to play and focus on them specifically. We then want you to give
us one stat for that player which could be around passing, crossing,
tackles, saves, shots etc. They need to be a blend of successful and
unsuccessful stats

For example, for Oxford take Cameron Brannagan and Man City take
Riyad Mahrez. How many successful passes and unsuccessful passes
do they make during the 9-minute highlight? Can we analysis some
of their passes even further so how many are short passes, long
passes, lofted, driven?

Finally write a short review of the player’s performance, that you
focused on during the highlights. Can you sum it up including positive
aspects and areas he could improve on?

Players we recommend that get enough of the ball:

Jordan Archer, Elliott Moore, Rob Dickie, Shandon Baptise, Matty Taylor,
Cameron Brannagan & Tarique Fosu.

Claudio Bravo, Joao Concelo, Phil Foden, Raheem Sterling, Bernardo Silva,
Riyad Mahrez & Angelino.


